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MOST ABUNDANT JOBS IN 2012
Education administrators are the number one positions on the rise for 2012. An education administrator has the responsibility of managing a school’s daily
operations. These positions can be found in preschools, day care centers, colleges, universities, education business program and correctional facilities. Over
the past three months, there have been over 12,000 job ads posted in the United States for these positions. The second most in demand job will be that of
special education teacher. This profession requires a bachelor’s degree in teaching and a certification in special education. These teachers help students with
various learning disabilities and other disabilities in an environment that suits their needs. Number three on the list is that of medical and public health social
worker. A bachelor’s degree is needed for this field but it can be a degree in varying fields, not just psychology. These employees can be found working in
hospitals, schools, or the government as a family case worker. The number four job on the list is that of emergency management specialist. These employees
are responsible for coordinating disaster and crisis management and also teach training courses associated with these jobs and situations that can occur.
These jobs are found at power facilities, hospitals, the government, national disaster organizations and local townships. Number five on the list is marriage
and family therapist. This job comes in at five but is quickly climbing the top ten list for hot jobs in 2012. A degree in this field could easily be put to use in 2012
when it comes to helping those with pre-diagnosed nervous and mental disorders. The sixth best job is that of urban planner. The majority of these employees
work for the government, with local governments employing close to 66 percent of urban planners in the country. These employees are responsible for
supporting the growth and revitalization of communities. The number seven job is that of clergy member. Finding a job in the worship category is becoming
more and more popular these days. Colleges and universities across the country offer courses for those who wish to become clergy members. What you learn
in school can be applied in jobs at hospitals, health care facilities, homes, community housing, emergency relief services and much more. Firefighters are the
number eight job on the top ten list for 2012. This job poses a lot of weariness from citizens because of the risk involved. It is one of the more rewarding jobs
out there for those who are all about helping their community. Becoming a firefighter is not easy; getting through the academy, so you will know right away if
you have what it takes to make it as a firefighter. Court reporters are very hot jobs for 2012. Since 2010, there has been an increase of 78 percent in the need to
fill these positions across the country. You need a certification to work as a court reporter, but if you acquire one you probably will not have trouble finding a
job. This job will teach you how the judicial system works in the United States while creating court records of speeches, conversations, legal proceedings,
meetings, depositions and other events verbatim. Finally, the number ten job on the list is that of mediator. These people negotiate and settle disagreements
between two or more parties. The mediator helps to establish a collaborative effort to reach a solution to the problem.

 


